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West District
Nine Beats
49.5 sq miles

Central District
Six Beats
15.3 sq miles

East District
Nine Beats
39.3 sq miles

Summary of Changes:
Beats 21, 71, 31-33 — Central District 45/46, 44, 41-43
TZs 63, 113, 120 and 163 from 71 - 81
TZs 49, 50 from 61 - 21 (46)
TZs 15 and 16 renamed 615 and 616 due to boundary changes
TZs 31 and 631 combined - renamed - 731 - accommodate Carls Ln
TZ 14 - renamed 614 - accommodate 411 E Summit Hill
TZ 63 - renamed 663 - accommodate Cherokee Tr